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Fifteen hundred messages twelve missed calls,
I scanned through the numbers and none of them were
yours,
(In a way of north?) cause when you talk we take no
shorts,
Booze and groupies wouldn't match or patch up the
fact that you don't pick
Up the phone when I'm calling,
So far from home and I'm lonely and all and Nobody
Knows me you know me.

Nobody Knows Me but You, Nobody Knows,
(Nobody Knows).

And people don't change they just pretend their
something they ain't until
They breaking it all falls back in place,
So I leave it to religious people to have babies it's gone
so many days do
You remember my face.

Nobody Knows Me but you, (Nobody Knows me)
Nobody Knows,
(Pick up the phone when I'm calling god dammit),
You are the only (nobody) Nobody Knows me but you
(Nobody knows me but
You),
Nobody Knows (nobody).

Well anyway you know how it is, give 'em a chance,
Give 'em a week, give 'em the pinky and they take the
whole hand and the
Whole week,
I can't show love I grow cold when there's so much
heat,
Too soft too touch and you think I'm too weak,
And two weeks passes my phone don't beep plus my
riches has any greased in
Acids,
And you're the bastard pulling me through the crash
test,
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Nobody else could've done it somebody hurt and
lastered,
Cause Nobody Knows me the curtain never rolls to
disclose me and the paper
Never expose me,
Things and folks ain't always what they're suposed to
be and I think you
Are the only one who ever stood close to me.

You are the only Nobody Knows me but you (Nobody),
Nobody Knows.

You know you should have respect for other peoples
time and,
Between love and hate there's a thin line,
You haven't done your job is why I haven't done mine
time after time and,
Time after time.

Nobody Knows Me but You, (Nobody) Nobody Knows,
(Nobody Knows me you know that, where you at)
You are the only (You are the only one who knows me
exactly)
Nobody Knows me but you,
Nobody Knows (Nobody)

Come on, call me,
I have more love for you,
You know, just want two things,
I want you to pick up the phone when I'm calling,
And I want you to call me,
I'm alone in this shit,
You gotta help me out here.
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